HydraFacial Pampering at Your
Favorite Luxury Spas
Looking for a terrific way to look your best and treat your
skin? We all want that perfect complexion, but it’s hard to
find the time with our busy lives.
Pamper yourself with a HydraFacial at one of these award
winning luxury spas – The Spa at Whiteface Lodge in New York,
SiSpa at Palm Beach Marriott Singer Island in Florida and
SiSpa at Fort Lauderdale Marriott Pompano Beach in Florida.
The two waterfront, SiSpa spas are located in two of Florida’s
top resorts. Whiteface Lodge is found in the High Peaks of the
Adirondacks, near Lake Placid, New York.
The HydraFacial is the most advanced and effective facial
treatment available that consistently delivers quick results.
A HydraFacial treatment consists of four simple steps to
actually restore your skin to a youthful, healthy state. The
goal is to enable your skin to function optimally.
HydraFacial was developed by Edge Systems LLC, and is the
latest advance in non-laser skin-resurfacing systems. It
offers a customized treatment to help all skin types reach
their optimal state by improving the appearance of wrinkles,
fine lines, oily skin, congested and enlarged pores, brown
spots plus hyper-pigmentation.
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The power of this medical grade treatment is it’s the only
hydradermabrasian procedure that cleanses, extracts,
exfoliates, detoxifies and hydrates all at the same time! The
result is delivering long-term skin benefits that were not
previously achieved. The HydraFacial process actually uses
Vortex-Fusion technology, thus offering both a physical and
chemical exfoliation process that removes imbedded oils and
debris, in addition to delivering skin-specific solutions that
greatly improve the appearance of your skin.
The Spa at Whiteface Lodge:
Pricing for 25/50/80-minute treatments is $125/$195/$265
(Friday-Sunday) and $115/$185/$255 (Monday-Thursday)
SiSpa at Palm Beach Marriott Singer Island:
Pricing for 20/50/80-minutes treatments is $195/$285/$475
SiSpa at Fort Lauderdale Marriott Pompano Beach:
Pricing for 20/50/80-minutes treatments is $175/$265/$375

If you would like to book a travel
reservation for a VIP experience at
one of the above luxury resorts and
try
a
HydraFacial
treatment,
contact us today. Follow this
luxury blog to read about other
great luxury travel packages.
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